
Chapter 18. Three Levels of Reality

The concept of nonduality tells us that the ultimate level of reality can only be described in the
sense of unity, but there are two lower levels of reality that explain the nature of duality. Duality
is always defined in a subject-object relation as an observer observes some observable thing in
its own observable world. The relation between the subjective observer and its observable object
is perception. This fundamentally defines self and other, which is the defining characteristic of
duality. This subject-object relation can be understood as the trinity of perception, but there is a
more fundamental trinity underlying perception. This idea of a more fundamental trinity, as
expressed in both the Vedas and Christianity, is pointing toward the three levels of reality.

The ultimate level of reality, which is understood in the sense of unity as One or nondual, is
called the Source, which in the Vedas is called Brahman and in Christianity is called the Father.
Both traditions clearly identify the Source as a void of absolute nothingness that is inherently
unlimited and undivided in the sense that Nothingness is also One and Infinity. Both traditions
identify the Source as timeless and unchanging in the sense that Nothingness is Eternity.

The next level of reality is called the Self or I Am, which in the Vedas is called Atman and in
Christianity is called the Holy Spirit or the Spirit of God. The Self is the observer of its own
observable world in the subject-object relation that defines duality. The lowest level of reality is
a person in that observable world, which the Vedas call an Avatar and Christianity calls the Son,
completing the holy trinity of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit.

The key thing that both the tradition of Advaita Vedanta and modern physics tell us is that the
observable world is like a virtual reality, and the person in the world is like a character or avatar
in a virtual reality game. Modern physics tells us that images of that virtual reality world, which
are forms of information, are projected from a holographic screen to the point of view of the
observer. The holographic screen is an event horizon that arises in the observer's accelerated
frame of reference and encodes quantized bits of information, called qubits, through a geometric
mechanism like non-commutative geometry. The energy of that accelerated frame of reference
arises through a geometric mechanism like the accelerated expansion of space. The accelerated
observer is nothing more than a moving point of perceiving consciousness. Perception arises
through the projection of images from the observer's screen to its central point of view.

Genesis also describes the world as a holographic virtual reality. In the beginning, darkness was
on the face of the deep, and the world was void and formless. The deep, the darkness, and the
void, all refer to the Source, which is described as a motionless ocean of undivided and unlimited
consciousness. The face of the deep refers to the surface of the ocean, which is an event horizon
that arises in the observer's accelerated frame of reference. The observer or Self is described as
the Spirit of God moving over the face of the deep. The observer's world is in darkness until
illuminated by the light of consciousness, which is divided from the darkness when the Self is
divided from its Source and begins to observe its own illuminated observable world.



In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth
And the earth was without form and void

And darkness was upon the face of the deep
And the Spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters
And God said ‘Let there be light’; and there was light

And God saw the light, that it was good
And God divided the light from the darkness

Three Levels of Reality Revisited

Q: Perhaps 'son of Man/Mary’ is more indicative of person(ality) hence ego, leaving ‘son of
God’ as the appropriate parallel to your previously defined ‘soul’?

A: Brahman=God the Father=Void=Undifferentiated or Undivided Consciousness=The Ocean of
Being=The Source=Ultimate Reality

Atman=Spirit of God=Soul=Differentiated or Divided Presence or Point of Consciousness=The
Self=Individual Being=I Am=Connection of Ultimate Reality to Virtual Reality

Person in the World=Son or Daughter of God=Avatar in Virtual Reality=Unreal=No Being

Brahman is Pure Impersonal Being. Atman appears to be a personal (human) being when it
identifies itself with the form of a person, but the form of a person has no being since it is no
more real than a holographically projected and emotionally animated image. Personal being is an
illusion of emotional self-identification. Atman only feels emotionally self-limited to the
emotionally animated form of a person. The projected and animated images of a movie have no
real being. They’re unreal. When Atman goes through an enlightenment experience, Atman
knows that its true being is the impersonal being of Brahman. Atman doesn’t really become
enlightened. Atman is the light of consciousness that is focalized at a point of view in relation to
a screen that projects the images of the virtual reality to that perceiving point of view. The light
of consciousness is what illuminates the images. Atman doesn’t become enlightened because
Atman is the light. You become enlightened when you become Brahman. That’s when you
become aware of Atman. You (Brahman) become aware of Atman as a moving point of light (of
consciousness) from the darkness and stillness of the void. When you (Brahman) become aware
of Atman, Atman knows it is you (Brahman) and not the person in the world it perceives, which
is no more real than an animated and projected image of a movie it is watching.

When people speak of their soul, they're speaking about Atman identified with their personal
form. The soul only appears to be personal because of personal self-identification. When you
become enlightened, you can no longer speak about a personal soul. You know that the
appearance of a personal soul is an illusion. That illusion falls away and disappears when you
know your true being is the impersonal being of Brahman.



The Connection of the Ultimate Reality of the void to the Virtual Reality of a person in the world
is an illuminating and perceiving point of consciousness. That connection is Atman. That's how
the void is connected to a screen that projects the illuminated images of that world and how the
projected images are perceived. This moving point of illuminating and perceiving consciousness
not only illuminates and perceives the images, but also animates them and constructs the screen.
The thing that confuses people is that both Atman and Brahman are consciousness, but Brahman
is the ultimate nature of consciousness, while Atman is a derivative state of consciousness. The
ultimate nature of consciousness is undivided, while the derivative state is divided.

The Nature of Reality Outlined on the Back of an Envelope

Scientists are desperately searching for a solution to the nature of reality, but the simple fact is
the solution at a conceptual level has already been discovered and can be outlined on the back of
an envelope. This conceptual solution or scenario was basically outlined in Amanda Gefter's
book Trespassing on Einstein's Lawn, where she drew the only logically possible conclusion that
is consistent with modern physics and the holographic principle of quantum gravity. This
solution is consistent with the Vedic concepts of Atman and Brahman. Here is this scenario about
the nature of reality as outlined on the back of an envelope:

One Undivided Consciousness=Brahman=The Void=The Source

Many Divided Points of View of Consciousness=Atman=The Observer=The Self

Quantum Gravity tells us each Self observes its own holographic world, which can be reduced to
the information encoded on a holographic screen and the energy inherent in the observer's frame
of reference. The holographic screen is an event horizon that arises in the observer's accelerated
frame of reference. Relativity theory is inherent in the observer's accelerated frame of reference
that gives rise to the observer's event horizon that acts as its holographic screen. Energy arises
from that acceleration through a geometric mechanism, like the accelerated expansion of space,
which is the nature of dark energy. Quantum theory is inherent in the way the holographic screen
encodes qubits of information, again through a geometric mechanism, like non-commutative
geometry. Consensual reality in the sense of the observable world shared by many observers,
each of which is present at their own individual point of view, arises from information sharing
among overlapping holographic screens, which is the entanglement problem of quantum gravity.

Amanda's question about "where does the observer come from?" is answered in terms of ultimate
reality, which she correctly identified as "nothing is ultimately real". The source of Atman is
Brahman, which is the source of individual consciousness or the source of the Self. The question
you have to ask yourself is: Why aren't more scientists jumping on Amanda's bandwagon? Why
is there so much resistance to this elegantly simple and logically consistent solution?


